
The average electric bill according to the U.S. Department of Energy is $110.00 a month. There are 12 
months in a year. That means that the average American household is paying $1320.00 a year to keep 
the electricity on. (12 x 110).  As of 2015 according to the U.S. Bureau of the Census there are 124.6 
million American households. That means that Americans are paying $164,472,000,000 billion a year 
to keep the electricity on. (1320 x 124.6 million) 

Now what if I could show America how to reduce that $164.5 billion dollar figure all the way to 
zero? 

Imagine an America where every household gets to keep their $110.00 a month. Imagine an America 
where every American household can save $1320 a year. Are you ready for this?

Donald Trump,

I have developed a working free energy device in phase 1 that can power every America household. It 
creates free energy in enormous capacity. It involves a toroid (a donut shaped object) and copper wire 
wound around it to create a Rodin Coil like this,

These Rodin coils can be built even larger than this to look like this,



When current is ran through the wiring, it creates a magnetic field spinning vortex in the middle of 
these donuts on both sides like this,



Due to this what we can do is place aluminum coated balls attached to shafts which turn generator 
motors on both sides of the donut like this,



The shafts attached to the balls will rotate due to the rotation of the balls. The shafts are then attached 
to generator motors which generate free electricity in excess of the energy required to power the Rodin 
coil. In addition to the balls on the top and bottom half of the donut, we could also place more 
contraptions like this around the outer edges of the toroid like a clock due to the way the magnetic field
is swirling around the outside edges of the toroid as well.  I believe that when we do this the energy 
created by the device will exceed the energy used to power the magnetic field of the device.

Now let's get back to what I stated in the introduction of my proposal. If this device can save 
Americans $164.5 Billion a year, what I would like in return is $1 billion per year  for this. Thank you
for listening Donald Trump.

Sincerely, 
John Faust


